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64. The properties (A, ii) and (A, iii) are preserved under norm completion 
Let Le be a normed Riesz space. We recall that Le is said to have the 
property (A, ii) whenever Uy t 0 implies e(1.Ly) t 0 and that Le has the 
property (A, iii) whenever every order bounded monotone sequence is a 
e-Cauchy sequence. We shall now prove that the properties (A, ii) and 
(A, iii) are preserved under norm completion. Furthermore, we shall show 
that these results have some interesting additional consequences. 
Theorem 64.1. Le has (A, iii) it and only it Le has (A, iii), and in 
that case Le is super Dedekind complete and has (A, ii). 
Proof. It is obvious that Le has (A, iii) jf LQ has (A, iii). To prove 
the converse, let O<.fn t (n= 1,2, ... ) and let s>O. Then there exists a 
sequence of positive elements {Un} (n= 1,2, ... ) in LQ such that e(/n-Un) < 
<s/2n+1. Then vn=inf (Ul, ... , un) (n= 1,2, ... ) satisfy O<vn t and e(/n-
-vn)<s/2. Since LQ has (A, iii) it follows that {vn} is a e-Cauchy sequence. 
Hence, e(/n-.fm)<e(/n-Vn)+e(vn-Vm)+e(/m-Vm) (n, m= 1, 2, ... ) implies 
that lim sup e(/n-.fm)<s/2+s/2=s, and so {in} is a e-Cauchy sequence. 
The remainder of the theorem follows from Corollary 33.9 in Note X. 
Corollary 64.2. It LQ has (A, iii), then LQ is an order dense ideal 
in (LQ*)n*. 
Proof. LQ being super Dedekind complete and having (A, ii) the 
desired result follows from Theorem 39.1 in Note XII. 
If LQ has (A, ii), then by Theorem 33.8 in Note X, LQ has (A, iii), and 
so we obtain the following fundamental result. 
Theorem 64.3. It LQ has (A, ii), then LQ has (A, ii) and is super 
Dedelcind complete. In particular, it LQ has (A, ii), then LQ is an order 
dense ideal in (LQ *)n*. 
If a normed space E is norm complete, then it is well known that a 
linear subspace V C E* of the Banach dual of E is a(E*, E)-closed if 
1) Work on this paper was supported in part by the National Science Foundation 
of the U.S.A. under grant NSF-GP-213 to the California Institute of Technology. 
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and only if V (") S* is a(E*, E)-closed, where S* denotes the unit ball 
in E*. Furthermore, if E is a normed linear space and if E denotes its 
norm completion, then the topologies a(E*, E) and a(E*, E) coincide on 
S*. Then, in view of Theorem 36.2 in Note XI, we obtain the following 
result. 
Theorem 64.4. Lg has (A, iii) if and only if for every normal sub-
space B of Lg *, B (") S* is a(Lg *, Lg)-closed, where S* denotes the unit ball 
in Lg *. 
Proof. Assume that Lg has the property (A, iii). Then by Theorem 
64.1 and Theorem 36.2 in Note XI, every normal subspace B of Lg * is 
a(Lg *, Lg)-closed, and so B (") S* is a(Lg *, Lg)-closed. Conversely, assume 
that every normal subspace B has the property that B (") S* is a(Lg *, Lg)-
closed, and so B (") S* is a(Lg *, Lg)-closed. Hence, every normal subspace 
of L/ is a(L/, Lg)-closed. Since (Lg)*=L/ we have by Theorem 36.2 
in Note XI that Lg has the property (A, ii), and so e has certainly (A, iii). 
This completes the proof. 
From Theorem 43.1 in Note XIV we deduce now immediately the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 64.5. If Lg is separable and a-Dedekind complete, then its 
norm completion is separable, it is an ideal in Lg * * and it has the property 
(A, ii). 
From Theorem 46.6 in Note XIV it follows that for normed function 
spaces the following result holds. 
The 0 rem 64. 6. Let Lg be a separable normed function space. Then 
its norm completion is separable, super Dedekind complete, satisfies (A, ii) 
and L~" is a normal subspace of the norm completion of L g. 
From Theorem 35.2 in Note XI the following generalization of Theorem 
43.3 in Note XIV follows. 
Theorem 64.7. If Lg has the property (A, iii), then for every o<u E Lg 
there exists a positive linear functional 0 <; cP E Lg * with the following proper-
ties. 
(i) cP is strictly positive on the normal subspace generated by u in L g, 
and hence every integral on Lg is normal. 
(ii) U;;;'UT t and cp(uT ) t 0 implies e(uT ) t o. 
(iii) O<;un<;u (n= 1,2, ... ) and lim cp(un)=O as n --+ 00 implies lim 
e(un)=O. 
Proof. Since Lg has the property (A, iii) it follows from Theorem 64.1 
that Lg has the property (A, ii). If o<U E Lg, then by Theorem 35.2 in 
Note XI there exists a positive linear functional 0 <; cP E Lg * which is 
strictly positive on the normal subspace Bu generated by u in Lg , and 
so cP is strictly positive on Au = Bu (") Lg, the normal subspace in Lg 
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generated by u. Then, by Theorem 31.11 in Note X, every integral on Lg 
is normal. In order to prove (ii), let Au 3 U .. {, and q;(u .. ) {, O. Since Lg 
has (A, iii) we have that {u .. } is a e-Cauchy net which converges in norm 
to inf u .. in Lg. Since q; is strictly positive on Bu , q;(u .. ) {, 0 implies that 
inf u .. = 0 in Le, and so e(u,) {, O. Finally, (iii) can be obtained from (ii) 
in the same way (ii) was deduced from (i) in the proof of Theorem 43.3 
in Note XIV. 
From this result we can immediately deduce the following generalization 
of Theorem 43.4 in Note XIV. 
The 0 rem 64. 8. A Riesz norm e on a Riesz space L has the property 
(A, iii) if and only if e has the following property (A, v): For every 0 < u E Le 
and every real number s> 0 there exists a natural number ne = ne( u, s) such 
n 
that if u> L Uk, Uk> 0 and e(Uk»S, k= 1,2, ... , n, then n<,nQ • 
k-l 
Proof. Obviously (A, v) implies (A, iii). Conversely, if e has (A, iii) 
but does not have the property (A, v), then there exist an element 
0< u E L g, a positive number so> 0 and elements Ui,j (j = 1, 2, ... , ni; 
nt 
i=l, 2, ... ) such that u> L Ui,j (i=l, 2, ... ), e(Ui,j»SO (i=l, 2, ... , ni; 
i-I 
i = 1, 2, ... ) and ni> 2i (i = 1, 2, ... ). Let 0 <, q; E Le * be such that it satisfies 
the properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 64.7 with respect to the ideal 
Au generated by u. There is no loss in generality to assume that q;(u) = 1. 
Then for every i (i = 1, 2, ... ) there exists an index it such that 0 < Ui = 
=Ui,j.<'U and q;(ui)<,2-i, Then, by property (iii) of Theorem 64.7, 
• 
e(Ui)-+O as i-+oo which contradicts e(Ui)=e(Ui,ji»so>O (i=1,2, ... ). 
The following interesting result parallels Theorem 44.2 in Note XIV. 
Theorem 64.9. If Lg has the property (A, iii), then the following 
conditions are mutually equivalent. 
(i) L~n (=L~) is super order dense in Le' 
(ii) For every 0 < u E Lg there exists an element 0 < q; E L;:n such that 
q;(u) > O. 
(iii) If A is a normal subspace in Le which is generated by a single 
element, then there exists a positive normal integral q; E L;,n such that q; 
is strictly positive on A. 
(iv) Lg has the Egorofj property. 
Note, for (i), that on account of (A, iii), 0 <, UT t u implies UT" t U for some 
subsequence, and so every order dense ideal is super order dense. 
Proof. (i) '* (ii) '* (iii) '* (iv) is proved in exactly the same way as 
we proved that (i) '* (ii) '* (iii) '* (iv) of Theorem 44.2 in Note XIV. 
So that there remains to show that (iv) implies (i). To this end, let 0 < u E Le' 
Then by Theorem 64.7 there exists a positive linear functional 0 < q; E L(! * 
such that q; satisfies, (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 64.7 with respect to Au, 
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the ideal generated by u. Since LQ has the Egoroff property it follows 
from Theorem 20.6 in Note VI that the normal component cpn of cP is 
strictly positive and that there exists an ideal A in Au which is super 
order dense in Au and cp=cpn on A. Now, let A:3 V>Uy t o. Then cp(uy )= 
= cpn(uy ) t 0 implies, by property (ii) of cP, that e(uy ) t 0, and so L~n :) A 
shows that L~n is super order dense in LQ. 
65. The property (A, i) is preserved under norm completion 
A Riesz norm e on a Riesz space L is said to have the property (A, i) 
whenever L:3 Un t 0 implies that e(un} t o. 
Theorem 65.1. II LQ is a normed Riesz space and il cP E L:.c, then 
its unique extension to LQ is also an integral, i.e., L;'c C (LQ}c*. II LQ satisfies 
(A, O) then L;'c= (LQ}c*. In particular, il LQ has the property (A, i), then 
LQ has the property (A, i). 
Proof. Let LQ:3!n t 0 in LQ' Then from Theorem 60.3 it follows that 
there exists a sequence Un E UQ (n= 1,2, ... ) such that!n<un (n= 1,2, ... ), 
Un t and e(Jn-Un} ~ 0 as n ~ =, and so by Theorem 59.2 we have also 
that Un t 0 in LQ' Let e> 0 be given. Then as in the proof of Theorem 64.1 
it follows that there is a decreasing sequence of positive elements 0 < Un E LQ 
(n=1, 2, ... ) such that un>un and e(un-Un}<e (n=1, 2, ... ). Then Un t 0 
in LQ implies that Un t 0 in LQ, and so Un t 0 in LQ. If cP E L:.c, then 
infn Icpl(un) = 0, and so e(un - un) < e (n= 1, 2, ... ) implies that inf Icpl(un} < e 
e*(cp), i.e., inflcpl(un}=O. From Un>.fn (n=1, 2, ... ) it follows then that 
inf Icpl(Jn) = O. This shows that L;'c C (LQ}c *. If LQ has (A, O), then by 
Theorem 61.5, suprema and infima of arbitrary collections are preserved 
under the imbedding of LQ into LQ, and so, if cp E (LQ}c *, then cp E L:. c' 
If e has the property (A, i), then with the same argument as above it 
follows that e(!n) t 0, i.e., LQ has (A, i). This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
In example 61.5 we will show that L:.c -=1= (LQ)c* may occur. 
In Theorem 35.1 in Note XI it was shown that if LQ has the property 
(A, ii), then LQ has the Egoroff property. The normed Riesz space LQ in 
Example 29.11 in Note IX shows that there exists a norm complete 
space LQ which has the property (A, i) but not the property (A, ii), and 
so the following result is not contained in Theorem 35.1 of Note XI. 
Theorem 65.2. II LQ has the property (A, i) and is locally norm 
complete, then LQ has the Egoroff property. In particular, il La has (A, i), 
then its norm completion has the Egoroff property. 
Proof. Let o<u E LQ and let O<Un,k t kU (n= 1,2, ... ). Since LQ has 
(A, i) it follows that for every pair of indices n, m (n, m= 1,2, ... ) we 
can determine an index j=j (m, n) such that e(U.-Un,i(m,n»<m-1 .2-n, 
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and evidently we may assume that j =j (m, n) (m, n= 1,2, ... ) is increasing 
in the variables separately. Let vm,n=inf (U1,j(m,1), ... , Un,j(m,n») (m, n= 
= 1,2, ... ). Then, if p>q we have 
q-l q-l 
e(vm,p - Vm,q) <; .L e(Ui,}(m,i) - Ui+1,j(m,i+1») <; m-1 .L 2-i+1, 
i=p i=p 
and so for every m (m= 1,2, ... ) {vm,p} is a e-Cauchy sequence. From 
0<; vm,p <; U for all p and all m and the fact that Le is locally norm complete 
it follows that there is an element Um such that e(um - vm,p) --+ 0 as p --+ =. 
00 
From e(u-vm,p)<; .L e(U-Un,j(m,n») <;m-1 it follows that e(U-Um) <;m-1. 
n~l 
Now note that Vm,p + p, so Vm,p + Um. Also Vm,p <; Vm+1,p for every p, so 
Um<;Um+1. Hence Um t U on account of e(u-um) --+ o. Furthermore 
um<;Vm,p<;UI,j(m,l) for l= 1, ... , p, and so Um<;UI,}(m,l) for all l. This 
shows that Le has the Egoroff property. The second part follows then 
immediately from Theorem 65.l. 
If Le is not norm complete, then we can still show that Le has a weak 
Egoroff property. The details are as follows. 
Theorem 65.3. If Le has the property (A, i), then Le has the weak 
Egoroff property. If O<;Un,k t kU, then o<U implie8 that there exi8t8 a 
8equence O<um t <;U and for every pair of indice8 (m, n) there exi8t8 an 
index j =j (m, n) 8uch that Um<;Un,}(m,n) for all n= 1,2, .... 
Proof. We shall use the notation of the preceding proof. Since Le 
has (A, i) implies that Le has (A, 0) it follows from Theorem 6l.5 that 
there exist elements O<um<;um,n=inf (U1,}(m,1), ... , un,}(m,n») (m= 1,2, ... ) 
such that Um t <;U. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Corollary 65.4. If Le has the property (A, i) and if Ae CUe' then 
Le has the Egoroff property. 
It is not known to the present author whether the property (A, i) by 
itself is strong enough to imply the Egoroff property. Furthermore, in 
view of Example 29.11 in Note IX, Theorem 65.2 and Theorem 64.9 it 
seems reasonable to conjecture that for every norm complete Le space 
with the property (A, i) the ideal L~n is order dense in Le. That this is 
not the case was recently shown by J. HOLBROOK 1) who constructed an 
example of a norm complete Riesz space Le with the property (A, i) such 
that L~n= {O}. 
Nakano's Theorem (cf. Theorem 33.4 in Note X) shows that if Le has 
(A, i) and is a-Dedekind complete, then Le has (A, ii). From Holbrook's 
result and also from Example 65.6 below it follows that in Nakano's 
Theorem the a-Dedekind completeness of Le cannot be replaced by the 
1) J. HOLBROOK, On the Egoroff property and related properties in the theory 
of Riesz spaces, Thesis, California Institute of Technology, 1965. 
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weaker condition that Le is locally norm complete which itself is a conse-
quence of the hypotheses in Nakano's Theorem. Thus the following 
theorem in a sense supplements Nakano's Theorem. 
Theorem 65.5. If Le is locally norm complete and has the property 
(A, i), then Le has the property (A, ii) if and only if there exists a projection 
on every principal normal subspace of L e, i.e., for every 0 <; u, vEL, 
supn (inf (v, nu)) exists. 
Proof. If Le has (A, ii) and is locally norm complete, then by 
Corollary 35.9 in Note XI, Le is even super Dedekind complete. In order 
to prove the converse, we shall use the following theorem of A. I. VEKSLER 
[6] which states that if Le is locally norm complete and there exists a 
projection on every principal normal subspace, then Le is already a-
Dedekind complete, and so the required result follows from Nakano's 
theorem (Corollary 33.5 in Note X). 
Example 65.6. Let X be the set O<;x<;l and let L be the Riesz 
space of all real functions f defined on X for which there exists a constant 
f( ex:;) such that {x: f( x) =1= f( ex:;)} is at most a finite subset of X and let e 
be the supremum norm. Then Le is norm dense on the normed Riesz 
space of Example 29.11 in Note IX, there exists a projection on every 
principal normal subspace, Le has (A, i) but Le does not have the property 
(A, ii). This example shows that in Theorem 65.6 we cannot drop the 
hypothesis that Le is locally norm complete. 
66. The behaviour of some order properties under norm completion 
Let Le be a Riesz normed Riesz space. In this section we shall discuss 
the behaviour of some order properties under norm completion. We shall 
consider the following set of conditions, labelled, for the sake of simplicity, 
(0, i)-(O, v). 
(0, i) Le has a weak unit, i.e., there exists an element O<u E Le 
such that f E Le and f -.l u implies f = o. 
(0, ii) There exists a projection on every principal normal subspace, 
i.e., for every O<U, v ELe, supn (inf(v, nu)) exists. 
(0, iii) Le is a-Dedekind complete. 
(0, iv) Le is Dedekind complete. 
(0, v) Le is super Dedekind complete. 
The property of having a weak unit is preserved under norm completion 
if Le has the property (A, 0). 
Theorem 66.1. If Le has (A, 0), and if o<u E Le is a weak unit 
of Le, then u is also a weak unit of Le. 
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Proof. Let O<u ELe be a weak unit of Le and let O<;JELe be such 
that / -.l u. If 0</, there exists by Theorem 61.5 an element o<V E Le 
such that 0 < v <J. But then v -.l u, so v = 0 since U is a weak unit of Le' 
Contradiction. Hence 1=0. 
Property (0, ii) behaves quite differently under norm completion. The 
following example will illustrate that it is not preserved under norm 
completion even if Le satisfies the property (A, i). 
Example 66.2. Let Le be the Riesz space of Example 65.7. It was 
pointed out that Le has (0, ii) and satisfies (A, i). Its norm completion, 
however, which is the Riesz space of Example 29.11 in Note IX, does 
not have the property (0, ii). 
Although property (0, ii) is not preserved under norm completion we 
can at least prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 66.3. It A i8 a normal8ub8pace in Le 8uchthat Lg = A EB Ap, 
then Le = A EB Ap, where A denote8 the cl08ure ot A in Le. 
Proof. Let 0 </ E Le' Then there exists a sequence O<un E Le 
(n= 1,2, ... ) such that e(,f-un) ~ 0 as n ~ 00. The assumption Le= 
=A EB Ap implies that Un=Vn+Wn, Vn E A and Wn E Ap (n= 1,2, ... ), and 
so Iun-uml = Ivn-vml + Iwn-wml implies that Ivn-vml < IUn-uml and 
IWn-wml < lun-uml for all n, m. Let e(g-vn) ~ 0 as n -)- 00 and let 
e(ii-wn) ~ 0 as n ~ 00, then ]=g+ii and g E A, ii E Ap. Finally, note 
that A () Ap = {O}. Indeed, if 0 </ E A () Ap, there exist sequences 
O<un E A and O<vn E Ap converging in norm to /, so e(un-vn) ~ o. 
But Un J.. Vn implies IUn-vnl =un+vn, so e(un+vn) ~ 0, i.e., e(2/)=0, 
and hence /=0. 
From this result, the following theorem follows immediately. 
Theorem 66.4 It Le has (A, 0), it O<u ELe and it there exi8t8 a 
projection on the normal 8ub8pace A generated by u, then there exi8t8 al80 
a projection ot Le onto A, the cl08ure ot A in Le and A i8 the normal8ub8pace 
ot Le generated by tt. In particular, it supn inf (v, nu) exi8t8 in Le tor all 
O<v E Le, then supn inf (,f, nu) exi8t8 in Le tor all 0</ E Le, and it v G Le, 
then supn inf (v, nu) in Le equal8 supn (inf (v, nu» in Le 
Proof Since u is a weak unit of A it follows from Theorem 66.1 
that u is also a weak unit of A. Furthermore, by Theorem 66.3, A is a 
closed normal subspace of Le' By Theorem 35.5 in Note XI every normal 
subspace is closed, and so the smallest normal subspace generated by u 
in Le is A. The remainder of the theorem follows now easily from 
Theorem 66.3. 
In discussing the behaviour of the properties (0, iii), (0, iv) and (0, v) 
respectively we are faced with two problems. Firstly, are they preserved 
under norm completion? The answer to this question is in general no as 
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will be shown in Example 66.6 below. Secondly, are they preserved under 
norm completion if we also want to preserve the suprema and infima of 
arbitrary collections by the imbedding of the space in its comp~etion? 
The answer to this question is yes. The details are as follo·ws. 
The 0 rem 66. 5 . Let Le be a normed Rie8z 8pace which 8ati8fie8 the 
property (A, 0). 
(i) Le i8 a-Dedekind complete whenever Lg i8 a-Dede7cind complete. 
(ii) Lg i8 Dedeleind complete whenever Le i8 Dedeleind complete. 
(iii) Le i8 8uper Dedekind complete whenever Le i8 8uper Dedekind 
complete. 
Proof. If Le has the property (A, 0) and is a-Dedekind complete, 
then by Theorem 61.7, Le is an ideal in Le, and so, by Corollary 60.8, 
Le is super order dense in Le and Ue = (Le)+. In order to show that Le 
is a-Dedekind complete whenever Le is a-Dedekind complete we assume 
that O';;;Un E Ue (n= 1,2, ... ) and O,;;;un t ,;;;uo E Le. Let O';;;Uk t Uo E Le 
(k= 1, 2, ... ) such that e(UO-Uk) {. 0 as k -+ 00. Then inf (un, Uk) E Le for 
all n, k since Le is an ideal in Le' Furthermore, since Le is a-Dedekind 
complete we have that supn (inf (un, Uk)) =Vk exists in Le for allle= 1, 2, ... 
and Vk t. From linf (un, Uk) -inf (Un, UI)I.;;; IUk-uzi for all k, l, n it follows 
that IVk-VII.;;;lvk-inf(un; uk)I+luk-uzI+lvl-inf(un, ul)1 for all n, and 
so IVk-VII.;;; IUk-UII for all le, l. Hence, the sequence {Vk} is a e-Cauchy 
sequence. Let U E Le be such that e(U-Vk) {. 0 as k -+ 00. Then we shall 
show that supnun=U. First of all from inf(un,uk)';;;u it follows that 
un.;;;u for all n= 1,2, .... Secondly, if O';;;Un';;;V<U (n= 1,2, ... ), then 
Vk=SUpn (inf(un, uk)).;;;inf(v, uk).;;;inf(v, uo)=v for all k, and so u=sup 
Vk';;;V. This shows that supn un=u and the proof of (i) is complete. 
If Le is Dedekind complete, and if uT t ,;;;uo, and Le:3 Uk:>O (k= 1,2, ... ) 
such that Uk t Uo ande(uo-uk) {. 0, then again Vk=SUPT inf (un Uk) 
(k= 1,2, ... ) are elements in Le of an increasing e-Cauchy sequence. Its 
limit in Le can be shown in exactly the same way to be sup UT' This 
proves (ii). 
Finally, if Le is super Dedekind complete, then by what we have just 
shown Le is certainly Dedekind complete. Since, by Corollary 60.8, Le 
is a super order dense ideal in Le, the required result follows from Theorem 
29.13 in Note IX. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We shall conclude this section with an example of a super Dedekind 
complete Riesz space Le whose norm completion is not even a-Dedekind 
complete. 
Example 66.6. Let Le be the normed Riesz space leo(N) of all 
eo 
bounded real sequences with the following norm e(/)= I If(n)I/2n+lim 
1 
sup It(n)l, t E leo. ThenLe is super Dedekind complete but the norm e 
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does not satisfy the property (A, 0). We shall now give a description of 
the norm completion of Le. In order to facilitate the discussion we shall 
recall first the following results. Let f3N denote as usual the Cech-
compactification space of N. Then every f E t, has a unique continuous 
extension ff3 over f3N. Furthermore, max (lff3(x)l: x E f3N -N)=lim sup 
If(n)l, i.e., the Riesz space O(f3N -N) of all real continuous functions on 
the compact Hausdorff space f3N - N with the uniform norm is isometric 
with loo/co, where Co denotes the closed ideal of all null sequences. Since 
f3N -N is not basically disconnected (cf. [1], Problem 6, W3) it follows 
from a result of Nakano (cf. [4] Theorem 2 and Theorem 4) that the 
Riesz space O(f3N -N) is not a-Dedekind complete. Now, let t-t be the 
discrete measure on N defined by t-t ({n})=2-n (n=l, 2, ... ), and let h(t-t) 
00 
be the Riesz space of all real functions f on N such that 2If(n)I/2n<00 
00 1 
with the norm Ilfll=2If(n)1/2n. Let Me=h(t-tHBO(f3N-N) with the 
00 1 
norm e(f)= 2It(n)I/2n+max (If(x) I: x E f3N -N), fEMe. Then, by what 
1 
we have just mentioned, Me is not a-Dedekind complete. We shall now 
imbed Le in a one-one fashion isometrically onto a norm-dense Riesz 
subspace of Me' and so, Me is the e-completion of Le shows that the norm 
completion ofthe super Dedekind complete space Le is not even a-Dedekind 
complete. To every element f E loo =Le there corresponds the unique 
element ff3 E Me. lt is easy to see that this correspondence maps Le in 
one-to-one way isometrically into a Riesz subspace of Me. We shall now 
prove that this Riesz subspace in Me is norm dense. To this end, let 
(J E Me' and let (J=h+k, where hE h(t-t) and k E O(f3N -N). let hn Eloo 
(n=l, 2, ... ) be defined as follows: hn(i)=h(i) for alll<;i<;n and hn(i)=O 
for i>n (n= 1,2, ... ). Furthermore, to le E O(f3N -N) there corresponds 
an element f E loo (not necessarily unique) such that jf3 equals le on f3N -N. 
Let len E loo (n = 1, 2, ... ) be defined as follows: len( i) = 0 for all 1 <; i <; n 
and kn(i)=f(i) for all i>n (n=l, 2, ... ). Then knf3=k on f3N-N for all 
n= 1,2, ... , and so (In=hn+kn (n= 1,2, ... ) satisfies 
e((J-(Jn) = 2Ih(j)1/21+ 2If(j)1/21 --+ 0 
j >n j >n 
as n --+ 00. This shows that Le is imbedded in a norm-dense Riesz sub-
space of Me. 
lt was shown by W. RUDIN [5] that if the continuum hypothesis holds, 
then f3N -N has an everywhere dense set of P-points (For definitions 
and properties of P-points we refer the reader to Example 50.7 in Note XV), 
and so if x E f3N -N is a P-point of f3N -N, then the linear functional 
q;(f) = f(x), f E h(t-t) (£; O(f3N - N) is an integral whose restriction to the 
norm dense subspace Le is obviously not an integral. This shows that 
in this case L;'c * (Le)c * holds. 
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